TOP SECRET
OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE

FROM: US CINCEUR PARIS FRANCE
TO: JCS WASH DC

NR: EC 9-10368

EXCLUSIVE FOR TWINING, FROM PALMER
Ref CINCEUR msg EC 9-10366, 16 May 60.

Based on instructions received from Sec Def following instructions issued exclusive for Eddleman, H.P. Smith & F. H. Smith:

"1. This is not repeat not a BLACK ROCK message.

"2. Quietly implement state of military vigilance.

"3. All U.S. major commanders will assume immediately communications alert status so that they will be constantly available to communications.

"4. Prepare, if directed, to move into a higher state of readiness.

"5. These actions will be executed on a minimum need to know basis.

NOTE: Adv copy sent JCS 160105Z May 60.
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